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What recipe did you choose?

I chose to make the hair mask.

Recipe: 1 Avocado, ¼ cup coconut oil, & 2 tbsp honey.

How did you select ingredients? Could you source any organically?

I just selected ingredients based on what was available in my house. The

avocados were organic, bought from a local produce market. The coconut oil and honey

were not organic.

What did you put your product in? A repurposed container? Plastic-free? Upcycled jar?

I kept it in a ceramic bowl because I was planning to use it immediately a�er

making it.

Interview with a family member

Did your DIY product work?

My mom wanted to try out the product. She le� it on for 40 minutes before

washing it off, and she had mostly positive feedback! She said the product le� her hair

feeling so�er than usual and smelling really nice, although also her hair felt more

greasy.



If I made this again, I would probably use less coconut oil.

Were they surprised by any of the facts?

My mom was surprised it had only three ingredients. She thought it was made with

shampoo and other ingredients I didn’t use, but I told her it was really very simple, and I

made it in less than 5 minutes with only 3 ingredients.

Will they follow your lead and take a look at ingredients in their own current products?

I showed her “The Story of Cosmetics” video from the Green challenge today. She did

not know about how prevalent toxins are in some cosmetic products, and how they

aren’t reported. She says she will pay more attention and also stop buying the brand

mentioned in the video.

Are they open to switching to more conscious products?

Yes! She already makes her own face masks a lot of the time. I showed her some

of the other recipes as well as the cleaning recipes, and she said she likes a lot of the

ideas. She specifically said she admires the homemade lotion because it “cuts down on

the plastic containers and tubes that lotion usually comes in”.

Reflection

One of my takeaways from this challenge is that I have a lot more available in my

own household than I think. I went into this challenge thinking it was going to be

difficult to make any of these products because they’d have super exclusive chemicals,

but I read through multiple of the recipes (before choosing this one) and the ingredients

are all fairly accessible or easy to be substituted. I also learned how much money I can

save from making my own body care! My mom, a�er trying the product, said she had



used hair masks before that were way more expensive than this cost to make, and they

had the same effect on her hair. I also learned that even just by making this at home, I

am reducing packaging waste, because I’m not buying a brand new product from a store

that comes in plastic.

I chose to do this challenge because I wanted to make my own product that was

completely personalized to fit my own preferences. I will definitely make this again,

with a few minor changes, and I will try to make some of the other products, such as the

lip balm, and some of the cleaning recipes.




